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ABSTRACT

A method is described for making harmonic expansions

on the internal space of a Kaluza-Klein vacuum in

cases where this space is a coset space. This method

fully exploits the symmetry of the space and should be

useful for the analysis of excitation spectra and, in

particular, for constructing the correct zero-mode

ansatz in cases where the multi-dimensional gravitational

fields are coupled to matter fields of various kinds.

1. iThe Kaluza-Klein idea is that, underlying the 4-dimensional :

world of low energy physics, there is a multi-dimensional structure

which could he responsible for the internal symmetries that we oh- !

serve. It is postulated that the scale of this structure is small '

enough to render it unresolvable at presently available energies.

For a dynamical mechanism to generate such a structure one turns to ge-

neral relativity "generalized to more than four dimensions. That is,

one supposes that the underlying theory involves a multi-dimensional :

metric tensor and perhaps some "matter" fields coupled according to

the usual rules of general relativity. One then argues that the

•ground state values of the fields (including the metric tenser) aust,

solve the classical field equations and must have as much symmetry as

•possible. (The latter requirement reflects the familiar experience

that more symmetrical states tend to have lower energy.) To find a

isuitable ground state configuration is the main goal. How, to he

isuitable it should have the geometry, at least locally, of a product
! • h X k

|space, M x K , where M is a four-dimensional space of

Minkpwskian signature (preferably Minkouskl space itself) and M is

some ' K-dimensional compact space of very small size. Both M and

M^ should admit groups of motions. If M is Minkovski space then

its group of motions is the Poincare group, if it is de Sitter (or

anti.de Sitter) space then the group is 0(1,1+) (or 0(2,3)). The

"internal" space Vi should admit some compact group, G.

|The ground state should be stable against small perturbations.

The propagation of these perturbations or excitations, can be analyzed

explicitly. By stability, it is meant that the excitation spectrum

includes no tachyons or ghosts. Those modes which involve propaga-
t

tionion ft. will generally have large masses (proportional to the

inverse size of !*r) and hence would remain unexeited at present

energies. The zero-modes, if any, would correspond to massless

particles and these are important. In fact a principal aim cf the

programme is to represent these zero-modes of M by local fields

on H and to set up an effective Lagrangian for them.

' To analyze the excitation spectrum it is of course necessary to

make full use of the ground state symmetry. The excitations will
t

be classified in irreducible representations of this symmetry. The

general features of the procedure are familiar in lt~dimensional

theories where a Lagrangian may possess some gauge symmetry - local

or global - and the first question to be settled is always that of

the vacuum, or ground state, symmetry. This involves examining the

equations of motion (for the scalar fields in particular, if the vac-

uum is to "be Poincare invariant). Once the vacuum field configur-

ation has been determined, Its symmetry can be found by inspection.

If this vacuum symmetry is smaller than the Lagrangian symmetry, then
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istic theories this phrncmenon is universal. The f,roup Of ge;v..-r;j,.l

:coordinate transformations is necessarily broken spontaneously if the

metric tensor is to acquire a non-vanishing ground state value. In

the following, the expression "ground state symmetry" will be used

:for the residual symmetry of the Kaluza-Klein vacuum after all such

spontaneous effects have been taken into account. However, it should

not be forgotten that the classical approximation may well be unreal-

jistic. Quantum effects, particularly non-perturbative ones, if they !

Scould be computed, might completely change the vacuum symmetry. !

j[Another possibility is that one might find it advantageous to carry

out the analysis of excitations on a background configuration which is

not a solution of the field equations but which has a larger symmetry

than the actual solution. The larger symmetry could be useful for

book-keeping purposes. One would then have to solve the (non-linear)

excitation field equations allowing some of them to acquire non-vanish

ing expectation values, thereby breaking the hook-keeping symmetry !

I down to the true vacuum symmetry. Such a stepwise procedure could be'

[appropriate if more than one scale of symmetry breaking were involved.]

I : K '
;2. ' The internal space, M , must be a manifold with a Riemannian '
i . ;

'metric since it is supposed to emerge from a ^+K-dimensional system of

[Eistein equations. (It is usual to ascribe Euclidean signature to

M v in order that M x M should have only one "time".) Let some

region of m be parametrized by the coordinates y^, u = 1,.,.,K j

and let there be given a K-bein, i.e. a set of linearly independent

1-forms

e (y) = dy ey (y) a = 1,.-..,K (2.1)

If the e are orthonormal then the metric tensor components can be

expressed by

g (y) = e (y) e (y) (2.2)

If the space admits a group of motions, G, then g will satisfy

Ki : l i n g ' s equat ions . i.i:.. Lv;-ij e u t l y , to each e'lf.'munt g <£

corresponds a mapping y -* y1 such that
i

ea(y') = e^y) D* (2 -3 )

where D is an orthogonal matrix, i.e. an element of the tangent

'space group, 0(K). Such transformations leave the metric invariant.

In fact, the existence of a group of motions, G, of M implies a

mapping (at each point y)

h(y,g) S(h(y,g))

[where, h is an element of a group, H, which can be embedded in 0(K).

]In K-K theory, as usually formulated, the Lagrangian is invari-

ant under general coordinate transformations and tangent space rota-

tions, independently. Mo ground state will have so much symmetry.

llnstead it will at best be symmetric in the sense (2.3), (2.1*) where j

coordinate and tangent space transformations associated with some

group G, are applied simultaneously.

' In many cases of interest the Lagrangian has a gauge symmetry, j

U, which may be spontaneously broken. To find the residual symmetry,

it is' necessary to embed the group H of (2.!*) in the gauge group, U.

I Then, for example, the field strength tensor, vhich belongs to the

! adjoint representation of U and to the antisymmetric tensor of 0{K),-

will have components which are invariant under the action of H and
! '
so can be non-vanishing in the ground state.

i

3. Since the whole purpose of the Kaluza-Klein picture is to ex-

plain internal symmetries in terms of the symmetry of an internal

space, we shall confine our considerations to the most symmetrical ca-

tegory - the coset spaces. If H is a subgroup of the compact con-

| tinous group, G, then the space of left cosets, denoted G/H, is invari_

ant under the action of G. We shall suppose that the internal space,

[MK, obtained by solving the l4+K-dimensional-equations is such a quo-

! tient space, and consider the technical question of how to express its



symmetry and extract consequences. Harmonic expansions are familiar

;in problems where the symmetry is U(l) or SU(2) , and we shall be '

'dealing with straightforward generalizations of these. (The result-
: |

ing .formal apparatus should be useful in problems unconnected with •

symmetric spaces. For example, it could be used to treat the Yang-

Mills,instanton which is an 0(5) invariant configuration on the

h- sphere.)

For coset spaces there is a, simple procedure for constructing

the K-bein e and realizing the mapping g •* h. Before describing

it, however, we must introduce some notations. Let the group G be
•generated by a set of charges, QH , which span the Lie algebra,

I a

a B
(3.1)

From among the Q» let there be singled out a sub-set, Q_, which1 c*
'spans the Lie algebra of H.

jmensipnal tangent space of G/H.

Itive,1 i.e.

The remainder, Q , will span the K-di-

We shall assume that G/H is reduc-j

.. Q = c

ibut not necessarily symmetric,

(3.2)

(3.3)

(For a symmetric space we would have C = 0.)
ccfcj

Suppose now that G has been separated into left cosets, gH.

From each coset select one element, L , to represent it. This can

:be done according to any convenient prescription. For example, one

!might' choose L = exp(y Q ). The connection between one prescrip-

tion and another is effected by a right translation, L = L k ,

'where k £ H. The action of G on G/H is now defined:

multiplication from the left by any p, <~, 0 will carry Iy into

;another element belonging to a coset whose representative element is

|L , In other words we can write
i * i

! B Hr B V h * h e H (3-k)
i

This :equaticta can be solved unambiguously for y' and h as functions

of y and g. It defines the "left translation" of G/H by g.

•To find the K-bein construct the 1-form L d L . This 1-form

necessarily belongs to the Lie algebra of G and so can be expanded |

in the

ea(y) ea(y) Q- C3.5)

whicll defines the K-bein, ea(y). To see how e a and e° transform

under left translations one can use (3.It). Thus,

*y d Ly'

h(L ~ 1 d L ) h -1- + h d h"1

+ h (g"1 d g) Ly h"1 (3.6)

-1To interpret this equation it is helpful to expand g d g and

h d h , which belong to the Lie algebras of G and H, respectively,

g = d g)°

h"1h d h"1 = (h d h~l)a Q (3.7) '

Introduce the matrices DA of the adjoint representation of G,

E Q* g = D« (g) (3.8)



With the notation of (3-7) and (3.8) we can separate (3.6) into two

pieces,

1) = e0(y) D "(if1) + D,° (L h"1)
s y

(3.9)

e°(y') = e^(y) D "(h"1) + (h d h"1)™ i

' l i -. ! I
I + (g d g ) p DA (L h "•) (3.10) !

I

Both df these equations are significant. Firstly, if d g = 0 one |

pees from (3.9) that e (y) indeed satisfies the requirement (2.3)

for an invariant K-bein. In K-K theory g can depend on the |

coordinates of M , in which case J g f 0. To understand the second

terra in (3.9) it is really necessary to take into account the fields
i

associated with fluctuations of the ground state. Among these will

jbe found a Yang-Mills vector A which undergoes the usual inhomogene-

DUS transformations of a gauge potential. It turns out that the

jsecond term in (3.9) is precisely cancelled by the inhomogeneous term

in the transformation of A°. The Equation (3-10) indicates that

© ( y ) , is a connection form on G/H. (The last term in (3.10) is
1 ' -

'compensated by the transformation of A as in (3.9)-)

iThe role of e° as a connection 1-fonn is clarified by rear-

ranging (3.5) to read

d L " + e (y) Q L = - e Q_ L (3-5')

The left hand side can be interpreted as the covariant differential of

,, Indeed one can define the covariant derivative V by

(y) Q = a.ea V (3.11)

[where a is a parameter with the dimensions of length which represents

[the scale of G/H. With thin definition of covariant derivative one

'can easily derive the identity j

i W\ = H s » V <3-12>
I , a
which' expresses two important properties. Firstly, with the connec-

tion e the Laplacian on G/H is expressed in terms of the quadratic

Casimir invariants of G and H,

v V L "
a a y

= 2~ (C2(G) - C(H)) L-1

a *

Secondly, the curvature and torsion are given by
1.

1 - 1 1 -1
a'VS Lv = 2 ^\'\^ \

1 J a J
1

I V -if
( f* 1 r*. fl I n \

(3.13)

I '
- y

-1

T V
(3.lit)

Hence the curvature and torsion 2-forms are

J T = f e A e
p C T (3.15)

In particular, if G/H is symmetric then the connection e° is

!torsionless. On the other hand, if G/H is not symmetric then the

itorsionless connection (which takes its values in the Lie algebra of

JO(K)) will contain a part lying outside the image of H in 0(K),

!viz. '

&. C -„ t Ca (3.16)



In ]•'..•;"! u '/.-I'! ••:.'. t, ^ystomo i.L ia norms!': y the tnvsi^n:•?,;, connect i 0:1 which

is £[.:.-:( ••'alc'l "by LUe i'if-ld cqutitJ.ons, (For a f'ljler discussion of

these matters, see Ref.(l).)

In many cases of interest the 'l^K-dimensional gravitational field

is coupled to a gauge field. The gauge fields, associated with a

group, U, may acquire non-vanishing "but G-invariant values on G/H.

This can happen whenever It is possible to embed H in U. Let q.

denote the image of Q in the Lie algebra of U. Then the gauge "*
1 v

potential 1-form '

A = f

and its associated field strength 2-form

{3.17}

(3.18)

can be shown to satisfy the Yang-Mills equations (2). Moreover, the

2-form F is clearly Invariant under left translations of G/H
I ' '

associated with gauge transforraations corresponding to the embedding j

tof H1 in U. This generalized ground state symmetry, which involves :

associating both a gauge transformation and a tangent space rotation ;

[with a left translation of G/H, implies the use of a generalized !

Icovariant derivative, !

(3.19)

1*. ,For mode expansions on a quotient space G/H, it is natural to

use the matrices of the. unitary representations of G. These are

^rell known to provide a complete set for representing functions on G

and, as we shall se, it is quite simple to restrict them for functions

'pn G/H. To begin, let <|>(g) be a square integrable function on G.

Then It can be represented by the expansion
I , """""

L

where f;' i s a unitary r;:xLrix of dirie:;sicrL d and the sum i n-
pq n

eludes al l matrix elements of the unitary irreduciole representations,

g •+ D n(g). The coefficients,

grating over .the group,

n

PI'
are projected out by ircte-

(It.2)

• where du is the invariant measure normalized to volume v_.
i , . • G

I ,For functions on the quotient space G/H the expansion (U.l)

Is subject to some restrictions. In practice one has to deal with

multiplets of functions, <f.(g), which satisfy a constraint of the

form i

where h £. H and |TJ (h) is some particular representation of H.

This means that the <fr.(g), though not strictly constant over the

points in a coset, are related by a linear rule, i.e.

(h.k)

for :g- and g in the same coset. The appropriate restriction

of the expansion C+.1) is now clear: it must include only those terms

for which

g) (h) Dn(g) (U.5)

In other words, on restriction to the subgroup H, the particular

' representation \\) (h) must be included in D n(h). (If the irredu-

| cible representation, IP (h), is contained more than once in a par-

\ ticular Dn then an appropriate labelling must be introduced to
! distinguish them.) If the cosets are parametrized by L then we

[ arrive at the expansion formula

-10-



=y v
V .6)

The notation D, means that from the matrix D we take only

those rows that correspond to the subspace which carries J) (h),

The supplementary label, £, is needed whenever this subspace occurs

more than once. (The dimension of X) i-5 denoted

expansion C*,6) can be inverted to give

d-i-,-)

where

I
V,, denotes the volume of G/H and the invariant measure is
n.

= Ay |det e

expand the function

the spherical harmonics Y

! 'It is important to realize that the sum over representations in
j i

(it.6) is restricted to those which include the particular ]j) (h)

appropriate to multiplet ^ ( y ) - For example, in the familiar

example of the 2-sphere SU(2)/U(1), one uses the SU{2) matrix

elements D ^ , j = |x | , |A |+1,..., m = - J....J with fixed \, to

[it is perhaps more common to begin with

- Djl , appropriate to the scalar $ , I

' and then construct from them the so-called vector.harmonics by apply- '

| ing a vector operator. From our point of view this is equivalent to

j constructing the functions D but the latter have much simpler
! Am
orthogonality properties and are therefore easier to use].

The orthogonality condition satisfied by the functions D (L )

takes the form ,

-U-

d

a"
(It.9)

! Invariant integrals involving three or more factors can in principle

jbe evaluated as easily, but some information about the Clebsch-Gordan

I coefficients of G .would be needed.

1 A useful property of the Dn(L " ) is their simple response to

covariant differentiation. With the connection e (y) it follows

from !(3.51) and (3.11) that

-id L
a a y

"1 (It.9)

and therefore

V Dn (L -
a ic.q. y

(Q L ~X) (It.10)
lay

This 'formula can be used to reduce all differential operations on G/H|

I to algebraic manipulations with the matrices D (Q a). For example,

the spectrum of values of the operator V v^ acting on iAy) is

given1 by

where C (D") and CA$> ) denote the values taken by the quadratic
• O n n

Casiiair operators of G and H in the representations and

-12-
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respectively.

15, I To summarize, the methods outlined here can be used to analyse

ithe spectrum of excitations on a Kaluia-Klein ground state. In j

'principle one could reduce the complete Lagraigian, including inter-

actions between the excitations , to It-dimensional form by integrating

j on yW and using the orthogonality properites of the harmonics. In

practice, however, this would be a formidable task, and probably not

very illuminating. More to the point would be a complete zero-mode

analysis, that is, with the lt+K-dimensional fields approximated by :

their zero-mode terms before integrating out the y-dependence. There

would result a It-dimensional effective Lagrangian for the low energy

sector of the theory. It would make sense provided the ground state,

curvature of M is sufficiently small relative to that of NT to |

provide a clear separation of the states associated with zero and non-

I zero|modes. Such an analysis has been carried out for the 6-dimen-

! sional Einstein-Maxwell theory (with femions) which compactifies on j

M x,S2. The resulting It-dimensional approximation includes ;

Einstein's gravity coupled to SU(2) x U(l) gauge fields and mass-

| less.fermions . i
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